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MIDDLE	GRADE	
 

Jannick Lachapelle & Jean-Paul Eid 
LES CROMZ - TOME 1 LA FAILLE MALÉFIQUE 

The Cromz – Volume 1 The Evil Fault 
Petit Homme, February 2019, 136 pages, 8+ 

 

◊ A fable about uprooting, resilience and 
friendship.  

◊ A four-volume story, fast paced and full 
of humour.  

◊ The heroes are boys! 

In a cave, a group of friends discover children from 
prehistoric times... alive and well!  

In Cromzomia, 20,000 years BC, there was, 
according to a legend passed on from 
generation to generation, a dangerous cave, 
called the Evil Fault. It was said that a strange 
spell would fall over any poor souls who 
entered it: time would stop, and they would 
find themselves in eternity. Two young curious 
and daring Cromz, Lola and Titos, ventured in 
anyway. While they were exploring the infinite 
depths of this rocky mass, the earth quaked so 
violently that the scree imprisoned them in a 
labyrinth of tunnels. Forever. 

22,000 years and then some later, Mrs. 
Annick’s pupils are spending the day in a small 
wood, filming a photo-essay to present to the 
mayor of Tranchemontagne. Their goal: to op- 
pose the construction of a building. While 
doing this, a few children come across the 
blocked entrance to a cave by accident. 
There they discover the Cromz. While Lola and 
Titos try to understand the peculiar world they 
now find themselves in, Manu and his friends 
try to track the two extremely energetic 
children. 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Jannick Lachapelle holds 
diplomas in landscape architecture, regional 
development and journalism. Jean-Paul Eid began 
his career in 1985, working for the humour 
magazine Croc, with “Les aventures de Jérome 
Bigras”. His illustrations have been exhibited in 
several Canadian science and history museums. He 
has also collaborated on film and television 
productions. He is considered a prominent figure in 
the history of the 9th Art in Québec. 

 
 

Sophie Laroche  
COLLÉ(S) 

(Detention) 
Hachette, March 2019, 336 pages, 10 + 

 

◊ A day in detention with five teenagers 
and all their secrets. 

◊ Highly-colored characters, deeply 
complex and with varied issues. 

◊ A subtle writing, addressing many teens 
problems intelligently. 

A group of five teenagers spend a day in detention 
together and get to know each other. 

There’s five of them in the same situation: an 
entire day of detention from 8 am to 5 pm. Yet 
they have nothing in common. Roxane is the 
intellectual; Ruben, the rebellious teenager; 
Gabrielle, the swagger of her class; Arthur, the 
turbulent sportsman; and Coline, the shy 
dreamer. What have they done to get there? 

What if this day that promises to be a deadly 
boredom finally ended too fast? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sophie Laroche was born in 
1970. She studied journalism and worked for the 
print media. From 2004 to 2006, she moved with her 
family to Germany, where she began writing, 
making her childhood dream come trye. Today, 
she devotes most of her time to writing novels and 
meetings with young readers.  
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Emmanuelle Maisonneuve 
PIMPRENELLE DESCEND DU CIEL 

(Pimprenelle comes down the sky) 
Scrineo, January 2019, 96 pages, 6+ 

	
An angel and a child are joining their forces their 
forces to save themselves... and unwillingly helping 
out the others 

Being a Heaven Guardian Angel is 
Pimprenelle’s job. Sent on earth in disguise, 
she can’t help making mistakes for she 
doesn’t know anything about humans. To all 
appearances she is now an earthling. Yet she 
has to keep on doing her job... without her 
powers. For her first mission, she must go to 
school and meet the mean teacher Miss Trip 
who terrorizes her pupils, especially poor little 
Germaine... Pimprenelle would like to help her 
but how ? She’s just a girl like the others now... 
or is she ? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Emmanuelle Maisonneuve lives 
in Auvergne, at the foot of a mountain where the 
air smells like freedom. It’s undoubtfully the reason 
why her characters have the extreme ability to 
manage themselves with what little they have, find 
harebrained solutions and live extraordinary 
adventures!  After the Tom Potatoe trilogy for the 9 
to 12 years-old and her novel In the branches 
which had won teenagers and adults votes, 
Emmanuelle is introducing a very different heroine 
who surely will make kids laugh and reflect... 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Emmanuel Trédez 
FIESTA CHEZ LES VAMPIRES 

Fiesta at the vampires’ 
Scrineo, January 2019, 96 pages, 8+ 

 
 

A deadly entertaining comedy ! 

Yvan is not exactly a boy like the others... At 
school, no one must know he’s a vampire 
! When he finally tells the truth to his friend 
Maxime, the boy doesn’t believe him. As a 
proof, Yvan decides to invite Maxime to the 
birthday party he is having with his vampires 
friends. Between coffin race and blood 
pudding, for Maxime it’s just one surprise after 
another ! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Born in 1968, Emmanuel Trédez 
lives near Paris, in a little house with his wife, kids 
and cat. In 1993, after graduating, he worked at 
Nathan as a manager. Five years later, he became 
a publisher specialised in youth litterature. The very 
same year, he published his first book. For 17 years, 
he had the opportunity to publish documentary 
books for young people while writing fictions as a 
hobby. Since 2015, he works as a free-lance 
publisher and pursues his author work (novel, 
comics, documentary) in several publishing houses. 
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Delphine Spire 
EN MODE NINJA 

(Ninja Mode) 
Scrineo, March 2019, 140 pages, 10+ 

 

The confrontation of two worlds in the schoolyard : 
the everyday life of young french kids in opposition to 
japanese culture, values and ninja practice. 

Back to school ! And what an important year : 
Loukas is in 5th grade now, the last step before 
Junior High School ! Therefore, he intends to 
enjoy this last year with all of his friends. 

However, he had not foreseen the arrival of a 
new student, Hisako, who’s coming straight 
from Japan. This girl is definitely not like the 
others : mysterious and secret, her strange 
behaviour is sometimes fascinating for Loukas. 

When Hisako asks him if he’d like to learn 
about Ninja art with her grand- father, a new 
world opens up to Loukas... 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: School teacher and 
headmistress, Delphine Spire is very serious on a 
daily basis. She reprimands (severely) some children 
but enjoys telling what they did at school when she 
comes home with a dash of exaggeration. She 
curently lives many different lives : teacher , 
karateka, mosaicist and art historian, glutton (yes ! it 
can be a job). Ninja Mode is her first novel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nadia Coste 
MA PIRE SEMAINE DE VACANCES 

(My Disastrous Holiday) 
Bragelonne, April 2018, 55,000 words, 9+ 

 

◊ A thrilling standalone investigation, full 
of humour and action. 

◊ A story tinged with fantasy but with 
very contemporary and realistic 
themes: ecology, GMOs, multinational 
firms. 

◊ Helps young readers become more 
media-savvy and discerning about the 
value of information on the internet. 

A dream holiday in the country? Not if nature 
suddenly goes crazy! 

Lea really does not like bugs. For good reason - 
whenever there’s a mosquito around it will always 
be her who gets stung. This year her holidays at her 
cousins’ house in the country are worse than ever 
because the wasps and all the other insects are 
now as big as golf balls! 

She and her cousin Max soon discover that there 
are lots of other strange things going on too: dead 
fish float down the river, cows keel over 
unconscious in the meadows, a ferocious rat 
terrifies the girls… Soon there are so many weird 
things happening that the whole village is forced to 
pull together to face up to the danger. 

But who or what has turned nature upside down? 
Lea decides to investigate. She soon hones in on 
the shenanigans of a big agricultural firm that is 
blithely polluting the land. She must stop it before it 
makes nature go completely crazy! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Nadia Coste was born in 1979 
near Lyon, where she still lives with her husband and 
three children. She has written twenty novels for 
children, teenagers, and adults, and has won many 
prizes, among them the Prix des Incorruptibles, Prix 
des Lycéens des Futuriales, and the Prix Jeunesse 
de Lire en Poche. 
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Gally Lauteur 
LES MIAMS – AMITIÉS MANDARINE 
(Yummies – Tangerine Friendship) 

Hachette Romans, May, 2017, 112 pages, 9+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Romania (Booklet). 

Four stories, four colors, four flavors: a fresh and 
tangy series! Four stories that can be read separately 
in disorder, and yet  stories subtly cross and overflow. 
The Miams are also four endearing heroes: Mounia the 
coquette, Emilie the dreamer, Sohan the sportsman 
and Juliette the timid! A college, four friends, infinite 
stories! 

Emilie is twelve. She has two best friends she 
loves, a half-sister and a blended family. When 
one is convinced that friendship is more 
important than anything, how can one 
accept the feelings of others? What if love 
were as sweet as a tangerine? 

 
Gally Lauteur 

LES MIAMS – AMOUR TOMATE 
(Yummies – Tomatoe Love) 

Hachette Romans, May, 2017, 112 pages, 9+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Romania (Booklet). 

Juliette is twelve years old and she blushes so 
much that she is nicknamed “Tomato”. When 
one is shy, how to investigate a mysterious 
secret lover? Fortunately, there are her best 
girlfriends Emilie and Mounia who are there to 
help her. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Gally Lauteur 
LES MIAMS – SECRET SODA 
(Yummies – Fizzy Secret) 

Hachette Romans, May, 2017, 112 pages, 9+ 

 
Sohan is thirteen years old, has friends at the 
football club, and an uncle who helps her in 
all her problems. When friendship and love are 
as sparkling as her favorite soda, how to keep 
all secrets in the bottle? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Gally Lauteur 
LES MIAMS – FOLIE FRAISE 

(Yummies – Strawberry Crazy) 
Hachette Romans, May, 2017, 112 pages, 10 + 

 

 
Mounia is twelve years old, has two best 
friends and a passion for hairdressing. When 
one dreams of putting some magic into 
school life, can one help everyone and even 
meet prince charming? 
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Anne Plichota & Cendrine Wolf  
HOMER PYM 

(Vol. Le Garçon Du Film) 
Hachette Romans, March 2019, 11 + 

 

◊ English sample chapter available. 

◊ Vol. 2 to be published in September 
2019 

◊ By the authors of the successful series 
OKSA POLLOCK and TUGDUAL. 

◊ A double reading, with characters 
reminiscent of Greek mythology. 

◊ A saga with high-potential, with strong 
characters and a fascinating 
cinematic universe. 

◊ The  authors draw their strength in their 
ability to develop characters: a 
convincing result with a hero readers 
can identify with immediately.  

Anne Plichota & Cendrine Wolf, the authors of the cult 
series Oksa Pollock are back with Homer Pym, an 
exciting adventure saga with endearing characters 
and inspiring cinematic universe! 

It's been five years since Homer Pym’s father, 
an amateur filmmaker passionate about the 
adventures of Ulysses, disappeared without a 
trace. Even the police gave up looking for 
him. 

On his twelfth birthday Homer is given a 
gerbil... quite special. Bibi II speaks! And a lot! 
She leads him into a parallel world: the 
enchanted circus of Ithak, that his father had 
invented for his next film! Homer can not 
believe his eyes: a chimera, a three-headed 
bear, a winged dwarf ... and then his father, 
stuck in his own creation. 

Homer has only one idea in mind: to free him 
and quickly! Especially since Mr. Pym is not the 
only one to be stuck in the wrong world ... 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS:	Anne Plichota has worked in 
many trades before becoming a multiple award-
winning author. She wrote Oksa Pollock and Susan 
Hopper in collaboration with her friend Cendrine 
Wolf, two sagas very well received by the public 
and critics. 

Anne Plichota & Cendrine Wolf 
LES 5/5 vol 1 & 2 

(The Modern Robin Hoods) 
XO, 2017- 2018, 286 pages, 13+ 

 

◊ Partial English translation available 

◊ The authors already published the 
worldwide successful Oksa Pollock 
series.  

◊ In this new fast-paced series they touch 
on themes that are dear to them: 
identity, tolerance, fraternity and 
relationships with others. 

Five teenagers all fans of skateboarding and 
rollerblading reunited against social and cultural 
injustices. 

Far is 16 years old, she is a gifted young 
woman torn between two cultures. Merlin and 
Titus, twins, have dropped out of school. they 
are 17 and instability is part of their everyday 
life. Tom, 13 years old, acrobat, solitary and 
rebellious, lacks for nothing except his father’s 
esteem. And finally John, the youngest at 12 
years of age, is a boy born into a girl’s body, 
pampered by his parents but misunderstood 
by the rest of the world. 

They all have something to prove, a wound to 
heal. They will come together thanks their 
shared passion, street sports, and they will 
engage in the same quest: justice. 

5/5 turns into a clan and progressively 
transforms them into Robin Hoods of the city. 
Soon the five teens are going make life 
difficult for all unscrupulous profiteers... without 
the slightest suspicion of the dangers that 
await them... 

An essential novel that will adress to all the 
teenagers. 
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YOUNG	ADULT	
 

Déborah J. Marrazzu 
DOSSIER EVAN CARTIER  

Tome 1 HÉRITAGE CRYPTÉ  
Hachette Romans, February 2019, 13 + 

 

◊ Vol. 2 to be published in July 2019. 

◊ First novel by a French author with an 
overflowing imagination. 

◊ When Indiana Jones meets Secret 
Breakers, a strong adventure novel. 

◊ A hero of the age of the readers for a 
guaranteed identification. 

◊ From the classroom to the catacombs, 
an adventure that keeps you going 
from start to finish 

Evan, 15, a talented hacker, is taken into a quest for 
artifacts ... 

A computer genius, Evan Cartier is enlisted 
against his will by a group of professional 
hackers. He is the only one who can decypher 
the clue left by his father to find a legendary 
relic. Whoever holds it will have unimaginable 
power. The time is short and the stakes crucial: 
if the relic falls into the wrong hands, chaos 
may appear ... Catacombs of Paris Mount 
Vesuvius in Italy, racing games, the 
adventures of Evan Cartier are just beginning! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	Déborah J. Marrazzu was born 
in 1985 and always wanted to become a writer to 
create har own universes, games and fantastic 
worlds.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

François Rochet 
Agence 42  

(Vol 1 – Terrans) 
Hachette Romans, February 2019, 15 + 

 
◊ English sample chapter available. 

◊ Vol. 2 to be published in June 2019. 

◊ More than a book, a real treasure hunt 
the book provides an interactive egg 
hunt that will occupy readers on all 
networks and reads like a thriller. 

◊ An meticulous work by the author who 
created all the accounts of the 
protagonists on the social networks and 
hid some clues 

◊ The author is a designer, video game 
enthusiast, who delivers a novel full of 
references that will speak to geek 
culture 

◊ A real twist in the middle of the novel 
that challenges everything that the 
reader thought was set. 

December 2020. Yet another terror attack in 
the United States. The government is 
decimated and the country deprived of the 
leaders of its big high-tech companies. Six 
months later, Franck Goodo is in charge of 
resuming the investigation. Julia Telco, head 
of Agency 42, has doubts about the identity of 
those responsible for the attack. In parallel, 
the real perpetrator of the attack is on the 
lookout. He still has a shot to play on the 
chessboard of his vast plan. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	 François Rochet was born in 
Toulouse. His inspirations are crime novels, SF and 
fantasy. 
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Sarah Morant  
L’ASPERGE 

(AspEragus) 
Hachette, April 2019, 336 pages, 13 + 

 

◊ A young author who sharpens her 
writing every time.  

◊ High school life, a difficult transition for 
all teen, depicted via complex 
characters who are not where they are 
expected to be. 

◊ Asperger's syndrome is an intriguing 
disease, recently depicted in books 
and series (Atypical, the Good Doctor). 

A fresh and moving novel about Asperger's Syndrome 
by an author who knows how to talk to teens. 

Alizée has Asperger Syndrome. Fortunately, 
she can count on her brother to accompany 
her in all circumstances and protect her from 
the misunderstanding of others and on her 
notes to know hoiw to react to given 
situations. 

In her new high school, far from the bustle of 
Paris and the harassment of which she was 
once a victim, Alizée feels revived. She even 
approaches Zachary, an eternal loner who 
has succumbed to her special charm. But for 
the spark between Alizée and Zack to 
blossom, the young Asperger must understand 
her feelings, and her brother must stop 
overprotecting her. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sarah Morant is only 17 when 
she decides to publish her first novel on Wattpad. 
TIMIDE, a text that quickly counted more than 4 
million views and conquered a real community of 
online fans and paper edition reached 15,000 
copies sold. Her next novels FRAGILES and LES 
COLOCS also reached impressive sales numbers : 
around 31,000 copies sold. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Danielle Martinigol  
L’ODEUR DU JOUR 

(The Smell of the Day) 
Hachette, February 2019, 13 + 

  
◊ A novel for young teenagers halfway 

between the detective novel and 
fantasy. 

◊ An intelligent investigation led by two 
resourceful teenagers 

My name is Lili and I am a sniffer. When I wake up, I 
smell the day. It tells me if I'm going to have a good 
day or a bad day.  

This morning, there’s a horrible stench. 
Something terrible happened, that's for sure. I 
understand quickly: my favorite teacher was 
killed. And, surprise: Angie, the “demon” of 
high school, defends me when I burst into 
tears. She tells me how much she loved our 
teacher too. She does not accept the 
explanations we are given. This whole thing is 
shady. We begin our investigation. We follow 
some clues left by two strange boys that we 
seem to be the only ones to see... 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Born in 1949, Danielle 
Martinigol has always been passionate about 
science fiction. After studying literature, she 
obtained a degree in advanced studies on 
literatures anticipation. This teacher has become a 
novelist for her students and strives, in her books, to 
respect the rule of three: Adventures, Love, 
Elsewhere. 
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Marie Caillet 
KALÉiDOSCOPE 
(Kaleidoscope) 

Bragelonne, May 2019, 150 pages, 13 + 

 

◊ A confirmed young adult writer with a 
fluid and modern style 

◊ An ode to expressing one’s creativity 
and its benefits 

◊ A very visual and evocative narrative 

Imagination as a refuge from the woes of 
adolescence. 

Naomi, a shy and reserved teenager, sees her 
life turned upside down when her mother 
decides to move to another city to live with 
her boyfriend. She now has to deal with a 
dilapidated house, an unbearable stepfather, 
and, to cap it all, a new school. It’s a 
nightmare for Naomi who can’t figure out how 
to fit in with her new classmates. How can you 
make friends when you’re so shy you’re afraid 
to speak? 

Life gradually loses all interest for Naomi, until 
the day when her grandmother gives her a 
rather unusual kaleidoscope as a present. 
When she looks through it, she sees doors 
open onto unknown and fabulous worlds. She 
sees trees with a thousand secrets, fantastic 
and dangerous creatures, unfamiliar nature 
whose exotic scenery is constantly changing... 
Naomi escapes for hours on end into these 
magical worlds. 

But is fleeing the reality of one’s life really the 
right solution? Naomi will have to find other 
means of escape to avoid the risk of losing 
even more. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	Marie Caillet was born in 1991 
in Lille. She is a writer of fantasy novels for young 
adults. She holds a Master in Children Literature 
Publishing, and under a pseudonym has published 
numerous books for adults, teenagers, and 
children. 

 

 

 

Brigitte Vaillancourt  
LES MARÉES 
(The Tides) 

Boréal, October 2017, YA 

 
◊ Rights sold in: Poland (Polyarny Lys). 

◊ Two sisters grew up on different 
continents, in completely different 
worlds. As they meet for the first time, 
they struggle to make sense of their 
tangled feelings. 

◊ Set on the secluded British island of 
Jersey. 

◊ A powerful and poetic tale about 
family, identity and self-discovery. 

Along the sandy beaches of Jersey, two sisters get to 
know each other in a suspended universe where time 
is punctuated only by the changing tide. 

Capucine feels like a fish out of water. For her 
exuberant mother Solange and the rest of her 
extended family, her shyness is an inexcusable 
flaw. As her graduation draws closer, she looks 
forward to only one thing: setting off on her 
own to study the peaceful inflexions of whale 
songs. In the meantime, she holds onto her 
only lifeline: her grandmother, who helps her 
keep her sanity in the midst of all the noise. But 
one day, Solange’s chatter suddenly stops. A 
mysterious phone call puts her in a state of 
silent stupor that is so uncharacteristic of her. 
Eager to understand this sudden change in 
her mother’s attitude, Capucine uncovers a 
disturbing family secret: a sister, born several 
years before her and put up for adoption to 
avoid scandal. A sister she never knew 
anything about.  

Filled with questions, Capucine travels to the 
island of Jersey to meet Joy. Do they look 
alike? Do they have the same red hair, the 
same eyes? The same love for the open sea? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	 Brigitte Vaillancourt was born 
in 1978 in Togo. She spent part of her teenage years 
in Africa, a continent she loves to revisit through her 
writing. LES MARÉES is her second novel dedicated 
to young readers. It received overwhelming praise 
and was named as a finalist for the Governor 
General’s Literary Awards (Youth – French text) and 
for Quebec’s Prix des Libraires	
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HISTORICAL	&	ADVENTURE	
 

Betty Piccioli 
A.I. AMIS IMAGINAIRES 
(I.F. Imaginary Friends) 

Bragelonne, 45,000 words, 8+ 

 

◊ An ode to imagination full of wacky 
figures: a pink panda, a colourful pop 
singer, a dandy lion... 

◊ An effective action novel with many 
plot twists and humour. 

◊ An inventive and original tale, Toy Story 
meets Vice-Versa. 

What if every child's imaginary friend suddenly came 
to life? 

Seven years ago, millions of weird creatures, 
the product of children’s imagination, 
materialised everywhere in the real world. 
Since then, twelve-year-old Elena has lived an 
entirely peaceful existence with her parents 
and her Imaginary Friend John, a stylish lion 
who quickly found his place in society. 

But one day, just as mysteriously as the IFs 
appeared, hordes of children start to 
disappear. When will it be Elena’s turn? The 
countdown begins. She and John decide to 
investigate, and they must work quickly. 

Using all sorts of gadgets and travelling 
around the world, they will confront villains 
straight out of their worst nightmares. But they'll 
soon discover that the whole scheme has 
been concocted by a gang of IFs who were 
rejected by humans when they first 
appeared... 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Betty Piccioli was born in 1991 
and as a proud member of the Harry Potter 
generation, she began her writing career as a 
teenager. But it was not until ten years later, when 
she had finished her political science studies, that 
she completed her first novel. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Anne-Laure Rique 
MOUSTIQUE LAGROGNE 
Book 1 Eye-Patch Day 

Book 2 The Treasure of Phil Courtelame 
Bragelonne, November 2017, 286 pages, 8+ 

 

◊ A thrilling adventure story set in the 
world of pirates. 

◊ Heroes who question the patriarchy. 

◊ A touching story of a brother and sister 
who are both rivals and accomplices. 

A superb story full of humour that touches on family, 
friendship, and courage’ Kids-Matin 

Moustique is the heir to a dynasty of 
bloodthirsty pirates who sow terror across the 
Caribbean. But he alas has a pathological 
fear of parrots, and sharp blades interest him 
only when he can use them to slice onions or 
make rum baba desserts. For Mosquito has 
always dreamed of becoming a chef. 

His father, the infamous Captain Fynn 
Lagrogne, has radically different ideas. The 
boy will become an apprentice pirate and 
that is that! He is forced to train for the 
gruelling tests held on Eye-Patch day. The 
great irony is that his twin sister, Grenadine, 
dreams of becoming  captain but cannot 
because she is a girl. 

Will Moustique and Grenadine achieve their 
ambitions and make a place for themselves in 
the merciless world of pirates? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anne-Laure Rique is from 
France and now lives in Montreal, where she is a 
culinary editor for a Quebec magazine. She also 
runs the lifestyle blog Rue Rivard. 
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Camille Bouchard 
PISTOLERO  

(Le Siècle Des Malheurs 1) 
Boréal, January 2018, 136 pages, 12+		

 

◊ A fast-paced novel that transports the 
reader into the heart of the Mexican 
Revolution. 

◊ A perfect fit for adventure enthusiasts 
aged 12 to 15. 

◊ The first instalment of Le Siècle des 
malheurs, an historical saga that shines 
a new light on critical events of the 
20th century. 

Who would’ve thought a teenage boy and his father 
would be the ones to come up with the strategy that 
ensured a critical win for the Mexican 
revolutionaries?  

Benjamin was born with the 20th Century, on 
January 1, 1900. As such, he was both an 
actor and a victim of a century marked by 
calamities – but he survived to tell the tale.  

Benjamin’s father is not like most. He recklessly 
brings his 13-year-old along on dangerous 
adventures and has him wandering the world 
by his side, in search of a new thrill. In the 
middle of the Mexican Revolution, father and 
son suddenly find themselves among the ranks 
of Pancho Villa’s revolutionary troops. 
Benjamin is rightfully anxious about joining the 
pistoleros, but his father is ecstatic: this is their 
opportunity to experience the heat of the 
battle! 

Camille Bouchard brings 1910 Mexico back to 
life in a frenetic and exciting novel. Through 
Benjamin’s eyes, the reader experiences the 
effervescence of the Mexican Revolution as 
the pistoleros capture Ciudad Juárez near the 
American border.  

 
 

 

 
 

Camille Bouchard 
INDOCHINE 

(Le Siècle des malheurs 2) 
Boréal, September 2018, 152 pages, 12+		

	

◊ A thrilling war novel that will appeal to 
history and adventure enthusiasts aged 
12 and above.  

◊ A fascinating foray into the trenches of 
the First Indochina War. 

◊ The second instalment of Le Siècle des 
malheurs, an historical saga that shines 
a new light on critical events of the 
20th Century. 

After plunging young readers into the heat of the 
Mexican Revolution with Pistolero, Camille Bouchard 
returns with a new adventure-filled novel exploring 
war-ridden French Indochina. 

Valentin is only 14 when he sets off to enrol in 
the French Foreign Legion, eager to prove to 
his father that he’s brave enough to fight by 
his side. By lying about his age, he manages to 
join the troops deployed in Diên Biên Phú, in 
the heart of French Indochina. 

Parachuted into a grim and violent world, 
Valentin quickly realizes that war is not a 
game. The boy discovers hard life in the 
trenches, fighting what everyone knows to be 
a losing battle. He forms friendships with fellow 
soldiers and a courageous nurse named Hoài 
Nam, but his goal remains finding his father 
and proving himself to him. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Camille Bouchard was born in 
Forestville, Canada. An eager traveler and 
seasoned writer, he draws inspiration from his travels 
to the four corners of the world.  
 
« L'auteur entremêle fiction et faits historiques 
avec brio. En lisant ce roman, les lecteurs font 
d'une pierre trois coups : ils apprennent, 
voyagent et passent à travers une vaste 
gamme d'émotions. » Geneviève Brisson, 
Lurelu 
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Camille Bouchard 
PLUTONIUM 

(Le Siècle des malheurs 3) 
Boréal, February 2019,	12+ 

	

◊ The third instalment of Le Siècle des 
malheurs, a captivating historical saga 
that shines a new light on critical events 
of the 20th Century. 

◊ A novel that transports the reader from 
the United States to Japan in the days 
leading up to the launch of the first 
nuclear bomb over Hiroshima. 

◊ Inspired by the true story of how the first 
nuclear weapon came to be, a crucial 
moment that changed the course of 
history. 

Through the intersecting tales of two young women, 
Camille Bouchard sheds a fascinating light on an 
unprecedented human disaster: Hiroshima. 

Marie-Louise, daughter of Benjamin Lavoie 
(Pistolero), leaves Europe to go live with her 
uncle in Los Alamos, New Mexico. There, she 
witnesses alarming military testing taking place 
in the middle of the desert. What’s this 
mysterious “Manhattan Project” people speak 
of in hushed tones? 

On the opposite side of the world, a Japanese 
girl named Yuriko sees her life turned upside 
down by the wave of terror that engulfs 
Hiroshima. The horror she witnesses is 
unthinkable, but it’s all too real.  

Through the intersecting tales of these two 
young women, the reader steps into the wings 
of an unprecedented human disaster. With 
this tougher, darker new novel, Camille 
Bouchard reveals a power-hungry America 
and a horror-stricken Japan, shedding a 
fascinating light on a decisive moment in 
modern history. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Camille Bouchard was born in 
Forestville, Canada. An eager traveler and 
seasoned writer, he draws inspiration from his travels 
to the four corners of the world. Plutonium is his 
ninth novel with Boréal and the third of an historical 
series entitled Le Siècle des malheur	

Julien Hervieux 
AU SERVICE DE SA MAJESTÉ LA MORT 
(At the Service of His Majesty Death) 
Book 1 The Order of the Revenants  

Book 2 Old Enemies  
Book 3 Forthcoming in 2019 

Bragelonne, October 2018, 310 pages, 13 + 

 

◊ A rhythmic and catchy tale 
punctuated by effective action 
scenes. 

◊ A true historian’s talent: a dive into an 
authentic Victorian atmosphere. 

◊ An exciting and original universe. 

Why does no one escape Death? Because its secret 
agents are the best ! 

London, 1887. Elizabeth is a young freelance 
journalist practising her profession despite the 
shackles of Victorian society. When her 
mentor, who was in the middle of an 
investigation, is killed before her eyes, 
Elizabeth herself becomes a bothersome 
witness and is in turn shot dead. 

A new “existence" then begins for her, for she 
has been called to join the ranks of the 
Revenants, a secret and ancient organisation 
that works on behalf of His Majesty Death 
himself. As a member of the living dead, her 
main mission is to find and terminate mortals 
who have managed to thwart death and 
gain a little more time on Earth. They can be 
simple individuals who are unaware of their 
luck, or influential men who have access to 
ancestral knowledge that should have 
remained hidden from them. 

But Elizabeth is plagued by doubt. Who is she 
to kill these people who have done everything 
to avoid death? And what really lies behind 
this organisation and its leaders? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	 Julien Hervieux was born in 
1984 and began his career as a history teacher. A 
well-known blogger on cinema, he lives by his pen 
and is devoted to writing, his great passion. At the 
Service of His Majesty Death plunges the reader 
into the dark universes he prizes, where the action 
takes place in the shadows, at the limit of our field 
of vision.  
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Anne Pouget 
MA VIE DE MONSTRE 

(My Life as a Monster) 
Scrineo, February 2018, 208 pages, 9+  

	
◊ Long-listed for the Prix du meilleur 

roman historique jeunesse 2019. 

◊ The true story that inspired The Beauty 
and the Beast! 

◊ A teen with a rare disease, whose 
encounters with several historical 
figures (including Catherine de Medici 
and Michel de Montaigne) will help her 
learn to accept her difference. 

◊ The author really brings the heroine to 
life, giving her a deeply multi-
dimensional humanity that goes 
beyond the legend.  

◊ The story that inspired Beauty and the 
Beast, revisited for young readers.  

Did you know that The Beauty and the Beast was a 
true story? 

At the time of Catherine de Médicis and Henri 
III, Tognina, 12, suffers from hypertrichosis: her 
body and face are completely covered with 
hair. People call her “the monkey girl”. 

Even though her family lives in a palace, what 
she wants more than anything is just to be a 
normal person, not treated like a circus freak 
by the queen anymore... 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anne Pouget spent her 
childhood in eastern France before becoming a 
childcare worker and then starting to write. In 1994, 
she won the best children’s novel award with Le 
Fabuleux voyage de Benjamin. She also won a 
prize for Brisorgueil that year. Passionate about 
medieval History, Anne Pouget also leads writing 
workshops. She often visits schools and book fairs, 
where she meets her fans with pleasure. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Silène Edgar  
42 JOURS 
(42 Days)  

Bragelonne, June 2017, 320 pages, 10+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Czech Republic 
(ALbatros Media/Cooboo), Russia 
(Kompasguide). 

◊ Two children who see their lives 
overturned and their childhood come 
to an abrupt end in the space of just 42 
days.  

◊ A gripping story that draws us into the 
mindset and thoughts of a 12-year-old 
boy who is totally unaware of the 
dangers of war.  

◊ The new novel by the author of the 
international success and multi-
awarded 14-14 (sold into 10 
languages). 

A poignant historical novel about the lives of two 
French children during the Occupation and how their 
parents protected them.  

Sasha, 12, and his little brother Jacob are 
surprised and pleased to be leaving on 
vacation earlier than planned, before the 
school year is even over! The two boys are 
pleased to be going to stay at their uncle’s 
boarding house, by the sea in Brittany. But 
when they get there, it’s not at all the summer 
camp they had imagined it would be – the 
boarders are all strange, and at night, their 
uncle seems to be involved in suspicious 
activities involving people who speak a 
different language… After a few days, Sasha 
realizes that France is at war. It is the summer 
of ’42, and it is because their mother is Jewish 
that the boys have been sent away. Despite 
the dangers, their parents are able to join 
them. Not all the children they know will be so 
lucky… 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Silène Edgar teaches French 
and runs a website for middle school teachers. She 
is also the author of several novels for middle-school 
and young adult readers. 
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ROMANCE	
 

Sophie Rondeau 
L’EMPLOYÉE DU MOIS 

(Vol 1. Mégane) 
Hurtubuse, October 2018, 272 pages, 13+ 

 

At nearly eighteen, Mégane Popp is studying health 
sciences while working as a lifeguard at the Aquarive 
swim complex. A model worker, she is named 
January’s Employee of the Month. 

One night Mégane goes out with some friends 
to a bar, where she starts dancing on a 
speaker, falls and blacks out. The next 
morning, she wakes up with a terrible 
headache and realizes she can’t remember 
part of the night. Everything points to a 
concussion. She vaguely remembers kissing 
some boy... and ends up finding his phone 
number in her pocket. The two start texting 
back and forth. 

Surprised that she forgot their night together, 
the boy refuses to reveal his identity. Does he 
doubt her sincerity? Mégane cannot crack 
the mystery — but the boy seems to know her. 
Is he one of the Aquarive lifeguards? A pool 
regular? Or someone else? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Author of several picture books 
and teen fiction, SOPHIE RONDEAU is also a high 
school teacher and mother of four. With Hurtubise 
she has published the popular series Cupcakes et 
claquettes and Selfies et sushis, along with the 
novel Parce que je ne peux pas aller au bal avec 
Shawn Mendes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Camille Pujol 
LE JOURNAL D’UNE ÂME RÉVEUSE 

(Diary Of A Dreamer) 
Michel Lafon, January 2018, 304 pages 

 

On the last day of the summer holidays, Adelaïde 
hands a letter to Noah, not to be opened before 
midnight. The letter holds the key to a postal box, and 
a message: she is leaving and will not see him again. 

In the postal box, Noah finds Adelaide’s diary, 
the key to her dreams her hopes, but also to 
the dramatic secret behind her sudden 
departure. Adelaide has lied. She hasn’t left to 
pursue her dream of being a dancer. She is in 
hospital,and receiving treatment for an illness 
that may prove incurable. 

But Noah hasn’t said his last word. He is 
determined to show her that together they 
can make a dream come true, even if it could 
be the last one. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Camille Pujol, is a 16 years old 
passionate reader and writer. She has made a 
name for herself on the self-publishing site Wattpad 
where she has 50.000 followers. Her début novel 
BLUE was published by Michel Lafon in 2017. 
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Ana Paige 
LES AUTRES PEUVENT BIEN ALLER SE FAIRE 

VOIR 
(The Others Can Go To Hell) 

Hachette, March 2019, 320 pages, 13 + 

 

◊ The new novel by the author of PAROLE 
D’UN BAD BOY. 

◊ A Wattapd novel that does not only 
deal with bad boys but with social 
issues. 

Seeking inspiration for her new novel, Melissa 
infiltrates a hockey team ... and finds love! 

Still a student, Melissa carries her entire family 
on her shoulders. No choice: her mother left 
home, her father is overwhelmed by work and 
her brother Leonard drifts away. Fortunately, 
Melissa has a refuge, a haven of peace where 
to escape: writing. 

Her next project: to follow for a year the local 
rink hockey team. Over the course of practice 
and games, Melissa finds a place in the group. 
Only Maximilian, whose blue eyes electrify her 
every time she meets him, seems reluctant to 
her presence. Why does this destabilize her so 
much? Is she falling in love? Impossible, her 
heart can not get in the way of her novel and 
is not from the same world... Unless you waltz 
the prejudices, the family constraints and the 
social pressure. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ana Paige is 21. She is studying 
for a master's degree in Education Sciences at 
Créteil and is destined to work in the social field. But 
without forgetting her first passion, which is writing. 
By discovering the platform Wattpad several years 
ago, Ana quickly wanted to try her luck as a writer. 
From this came her first publication at Hachette 
Romans, Word of a bad boy, released in 2017. The 
Others can well go to be seen is his new novel, 
completely new, and it will surely not be the last! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sereine M. 
COMMENT LARGUER UN BAD BOY 

(How to Ditch a Bad Boy) 
Hachette, March 2019, 300 pages, 15 + 

 
◊ A true guide book to make a successful 

break-up. 

◊ A millenial writer who knows how to talk 
to readers. 

◊ A humorous tone that diverts from the 
codes of classical romance: an ideal 
summer read. 

◊ After DANS LA TETE D'UNE GARCE IN, 
the anti-bad boy wave continues! 

A bad boy is attractive from afar. Irresistible when you 
get closer. Completely horrifying everyday! If you too, 
let yourself be seduced by a bad boy, here is the 
perfect survival guide, and especially the method to 
get rid of him! 

Riley, 21, is a law student with a bright future. 
Her only problem right now is her boyfriend: 
Sledge. The bad boy par excellence with 
whom she has lived for three years. However, 
a bad boy, as attractive as it is, remains a bad 
boy. The idea that a man can change and 
become the perfect boyfriend is a myth. He is 
not caring, smoking inside, making fun of the 
rules of cleanliness. Riley is determined to 
dump him. For that, she has an infallible plan: 
to do everything so that he leaves her. Except 
that bad boys, in addition to all their faults, 
have a characteristic that Riley did not know: 
they are tough and ... stubborn! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sereine M. is 18 and wants to 
works in publishing. Endowed with a strong 
imagination since childhood, Sereine remembers 
she always invented stories: first by playing with her 
Playmobil, then on her first computer received at 
the age of eleven, without forgetting the little 
sentences that she noted all day long pices of 
paper which gradually became short stories and 
novels. COMMENT LARGUER UN BAD BOY is her first 
published book. 
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Laurène Reussard  
MISSION SEDUCTION  
(Mission Seduction) 

Hachette, January 2019, 336 pages, 15 + 

 

◊ A novel that deals with the issues of 
school bullying and slut-shaming that 
can be experienced by teenagers, as 
witness, victim or perpetrator. 

◊ A novel with strong and colorful 
characters. 

What is the most problematic situation for an agent in 
seduction? To have a crush for his target! 

Romeo, 20, is an agent in seduction. He helps 
young women who are suffering to find 
happiness again. His weapons are: his smile, 
his division and his expertise in relations. The 
only rules: no one should suffer, no one should 
fall in love. Success rate: 100%. 

His new mission represents a major challenge 
because Heloise is a rebellious high school 
student, sarcastic and haughty. For the last 
few months, she has not let anyone approach 
her, not even her friends. Romeo pull out all 
the stops, yet each of his attempts to break 
through her defenses end in failure. Yet 
Romeo did not say his last word! Something in 
this smokey-eyed girl intrigues him: what if 
rather than a wound, her attitude masked 
great strengths? Who among the seducing 
agent or theseduced target is really leading 
the dance? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Laurène Reussard is 16 when 
she decides to publish the first chapter of her novel 
Inside the head of a bitch on the Wattpad writing 
platform. Two years later, her virtual adventure 
have become real with the edition in print of her 
first two novels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Laurène Reussard 
DANS LA TÊTE D’UNE GARCE vol.1 

(Inside the Head of a Bitch) 
Hachette Romans, March 2018, 560 p., 15+ 

 
◊ 5000 copies sold. 

◊ For once, the bad boy is a bad girl! 

◊ More than 1.5 million views on 
Wattpad. 

◊ An original point of view on romance. 

Mia has all the boys at her feet, and she loves it. All 
boys except one. Welcome into the mind of a self-
proclaimed bitch! 

Mia is a bitch, and she knows it! She is as cold 
and authoritarian as she is beautiful and 
popular. She accumulates conquests without 
leaving any place for feelings. It's simple, no 
boy can resist her. At least until the arrival of 
Evan, the handsome new boy at high school. 
Fortunately, Mia loves challenges and decides 
to seduce Evan, whatever the cost! She 
promises, she will overcome the defenses of 
this boy, even to undermine a reputation she 
took so long to build... 
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FANTASY	/	SF	/	DYSTOPIA	
 

Béatrice Bottet 
JE N’EXISTE PLUS 

(I Don’t Exist Anymore) 
Scrineo, April 2019, 280 pages, 12+ 

 

An advanced novel with all of the best ingredients: a 
far away planet, an unexplained event, a race against 
the clock and... romance ! 

In a distant future, on Noriange planet, 
Armance Fredrixen 41 and Al Salino 27 have 
created a little spatiotemporal research 
agency. One day Armance gets into troubles: 
nobody seems to recognize or even notice 
her anymore; has she become invisible? If she 
does not fix this very quickly, she might cease 
to exist. Who will prevent her from 
disappearing forever if not her faithful 
partner? But he must be quick... time is flying! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Erudite, keen on History, 
fantastic universes and esoterism, Béatrice Bottet is 
a talented novelist. She has been a Literary and 
History teacher, and has henceforth a double 
career: fictional writing for teenagers and 
documentary works on comics. She currently lives in 
Paris. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Anthony Combrexelle 
PRESQUE MINUIT  
(Almost Midnight) 

Éditions 404, January 2018, 144 pages, 14+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Russia (KompasGuide). 

◊ A steampunk novel! A current hot 
genre which mixes the 19th -century 
industrial revolution atmosphere and 
fantasy.  

◊ A huge community has grown around 
this theme, developed in cinema, 
literature, art and music. 

◊ A unique setting which gathers 
influences of steampunk, urban 
fantasy, Japanese animation (Fullmetal 
Alchemist, Castle in the sky) and 
Amblin productions (The Goonies, Back 
to the future). 

◊ A gripping teenage storyline! 

Paris, 1889. Six orphans, one city in danger. 

6 orphans who live on the streets against their 
will and make a life by mugging and stealing 
are now on the run. When the Paris Universal 
exposition starts, they make a huge mistake: 
they steal the wrong object from the wrong 
people. 

It will lead them to the core of a secret magic 
world, where they will face up mythological 
creatures, witches and terrifying mechanical 
enemies in order to save their lives and the 
whole city! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anthony Combrexelle is the 
winner of the 1st edition of the 404 Factory Award. 
A lover of video games, cinema and TV series, he is 
the author of short stories, a game designer, a 
scriptwriter, a graphic designer and illustrator. He 
has created, written and illustrated many role-play 
games for over 15 years. 
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Hélène P. Mérelle 
L’AUTOMNE DES MAGICIENS 

(The Autumn of the Magicians)  
Book 1 The Fugitive 

Book 2 The Black Queen  
Book 3 The Shadow Smuggler  

Bragelonne, February 2018, 456 pages 

 

◊ A successful alliance of epic fantasy, 
coming-of-age-novel, and gripping 
love triangle. 

◊ A fluid, refined style that brings to life 
endearing and nuanced characters. 

◊ A rich and fascinating world portrayed 
in a story with a relentless pace. 

The destiny of a woman ready to give her all to save 
her kingdom. 

Octavianne, the Queen of Elgem’s eighth 
daughter, grew up in the royal palace. When 
she turns sixteen her older sister tries to marry 
her off against her will. Octavianne feels 
cornered and runs away to live a vagabond 
life, searching for a master of magic who will 
train her to improve her nascent powers. She 
meets Adalgis, a hunter who is half-man, half-
lion, and saves his life. With this complex, 
fascinating, wild, and free being at her side, a 
different sort of life begins to emerge for the 
budding young magician. Until the moment 
when a man, whom she had loved and 
believed to be lost, reappears in her life. But 
disturbing shadows from her past soon 
threaten to catch up with her, and 
Octavianne must make a choice. Can one 
really escape one's destiny when one is born 
to be a queen? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Hélène P. Mérelle is a literature 
graduate who has always been fascinated by 
mythology. She is hard of hearing and spends 
much of her time reading or writing in a place of 
silence, which she sometimes leaves to travel, 
preferably to places that are rich in history and that 
spark her imagination. 

 

 
 
 

Victor Fleury 
LA CROISADE ÉTERNELLE 
(The Eternal Crusade) 

Book 1 The Slave Priestess  
Book 2 The Warrior Priestess  

Bragelonne, April 2019, 384 pages 

 

◊ Convincing protagonists and a 
backdrop of epic crusades giving a 
remarkable historical feel. 

◊ A dark bewitching magic, truly original. 

◊ An outstanding fantasy debut. 

The forced alliance of a female warrior slave and a 
decadent prince in the turmoil of bloody crusades 
and treasons 

In the heart of the capital of an ancient 
empire, Priestess Nisaba is the principal servant 
of the royal heir, Akurgal. The young woman 
has many good reasons to despise the ruling 
family, but she has no choice but to serve her 
master without protest. He is notorious for his 
decadence, and uses and abuses his oblates, 
the sacred slaves whose senses he has 
appropriated with his mystical powers. They in 
return are forced to share the feelings of the 
prince, his pain, his pleasure, his memory, and 
more. When Akurgal decides to go on a 
crusade to the far reaches of his empire, 
Nisaba is obliged to follow him and is forced 
to leave her son behind. Secrets and plots 
seem to abound in her master’s entourage, 
and the slave priestess is faced with the 
challenge of trying to protect him and in turn 
save the entire empire from ruin. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Victor Fleury if often to be 
found in a café in Lyon, writing or remaking the 
world with friends. He loves everything that is 
strange, hidden or forgotten, and is fascinated by 
fantasy literature. His novel L'EMPIRE ÉLECTRIQUE 
was nominated for the Grand Prix de l'Imaginaire in 
2018. 
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Olivier Gay 
LA MAGIE DE PARIS 

 (The Magic of Paris) 
Book 1: The Heart and the Sword 
Book 2: The Calm and the Storm 

Book 3: Here and Elsewhere 
Bragelonne, 65,000 words per book 

 

◊ A contemporary swirling YA fantasy 
trilogy. 

◊ A carefully measured mélange, 
combining magic, a secret society, 
love and swordfights. 

◊ Adolescent readers will love the 
surprises, characters and action 
scenes. 

Discover a world of sword fights, powerful spells, and 
dramatic chases over the roofs of Paris. 

Six foot tall, Chloé can beat anyone at 
fencing. But when she saves her classmate 
Thomas from the claws of a strange creature, 
her life is turned upside down. She is badly 
wounded and passes out. But when she 
wakes up she is even stronger and faster than 
ever! 

Thomas reveals that he has magic powers 
and that in order to save Chloé he had to use 
a special ritual, which bound her to him. Now 
his unwilling knight, Chloé discovers the world 
of magicians: she has sword fights with 
demons, protects Thomas as he closes up 
holes in the world, and takes on other knights 
(including the subdued but sexy David) as well 
as magician-in-chief Mickael, none of whom 
want her in their ranks. 

And when she finds out that she technically 
died during her first fight and was only saved 
thanks to Thomas’ ritual, Chloé decides to get 
her life back at any cost. She also gradually 
realises that the world of the demons is not so 
different from our own, and that Mickael lies 
about many things... 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Olivier Gay, born in Grenoble 
in 1979, is a successful French writer of crime, 
fantasy and horror novels, for both adults and 
young adults. 

Chloé Bertrand 
IL NOUS RESTE LE CIEL 
(We still have the sky) 

Book 1 Under the Ashes 
Book 2 The Luck of the Hanged 

Book 3 to be published in December 2018 
Bragelonne, 100,000 words per book, 13+ 

 
◊ A very topical theme: global warming 

◊ A gifted author with a vivid, incisive 
style 

◊ Breath-taking pace, and an 
unputdownable page-turner 

An uncompromising science fiction novel that brings 
to life the reality of an international ecological 
disaster through the eyes of four young people who 
can count only on themselves to survive. 

Their names are Kiran, Matthey, Tobias and 
Charly. They are fourteen, twenty, ten, and 
sixteen years old. They live in India, Australia 
and Utah. 

They are children of the same world, a world 
where, suddenly, everything is going wrong. 
Tornadoes, tsunamis and floods: climate 
disruption is as drastic as the irresponsibility 
that precipitated it, and the consequences 
are cataclysmic. 

Caught up in the turmoil and left to their own 
devices, all four them embark on a long 
journey, fleeing hostile lands and human folly 
in search of their families, safer places and, 
above all, in the hope that a better life is still 
possible, somewhere. 
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GEEK	
 

BALADE ROYALE 
FORTNITE, 

Unofficial Guide 
Éditions 404, September 2018, 80 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Portugal, US, Germany, 
Netherlands, Bulgaria, Russia. 

◊ Fortnite Battle Royale is THE latest 
survival game.  

In this non-official guide, readers will learn everything 
about characters type (constructors, soldiers, 
outlanders & ninjas) their advantages, their best 
attacks, defense techniques, but also tips and tricks 
to become the BEST player! 

At the beginning there are 100 players on an 
island threatened by all kinds of creatures that 
have come after a storm. Players must sort 
their way out to be the last one standing. 

To succeed they must build forces to protect 
themselves, but also weapons to attack their 
enemies and create their own team, trying to 
gather the largest number of allies with 
different skills. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

LA VIE SECRÈTE DES MONSTRES 
The secret life of monsters” series 
Éditions 404, 2018, 144 pages each 

 

◊ Rights sold in: English Spanish, Czech, 
German, Dutch, Chinese,  

◊ 35,000 copies sold in France. 

A new Minecraft series from the monster's point of 
view! 

I, the Witch 
Sally the witch wants to develop a destruction 
potion to be proclaimed queen of 
Minecrafters. The only issue? She doesn’t have 
the recipe and she has to deal with a clingy 
little boy. 

I, the Wither skeleton 
What Leo loves the most is making jokes and 
he obviously shares this passion with all the 
creatures of Minecraft! After a questionable 
ultimate joke, he is assigned with the dumbest 
whiter skeletons of the whole Universe. Leon 
will have to take charge, but it’s not easy to 
have a serious quest when all he wants to do 
is have a good laugh.  
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Cube Kid 
JOURNAL D'UN NOOB 
 SERIES (MINECRAFT) 

Éditions 404, 6 volumes, 8+ 

 

◊ English text available!! 

◊ Rights sold to: North America, UK, 
Germany, Portugal, Spanish Worldwide, 
Italy, Russia, Slovakia & Czech Republic 
(Albatros Media), China, Korea, 
Netherlands, Poland (Jaguar). 

◊ Over 200,000 copies sold in France! 

A fan fiction bringing the hilarious diary of a young 
Minecraft villager who wants to become a warrior! 

The hilarious diary of a young Minecraft 
villager who wants to become a warrior!  But 
his dream is to become a warrior and beat 
the monsters that keep on attacking the town. 
So when he hears that 5 of the best students 
are about to start a warrior training, he’ll do 
anything to be a part of it! Competition will be 
tough but he’s chosen to be a warrior! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Cube Kid is the pen name of 
Erik Gunnar Taylor, who writes gaming-related 
fiction, including stories based upon Minecraft. His 
best-selling Minecraft series, Wimpy Villager, was 
republished in paperback form as Diary of an 8-Bit 
Warrior with some of the largest publishers in the 
world, translated into 12 languages. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Nicolas Digard 
FRIGIEL & FLUFFY 

Vol 1 : Le Retour De L'ender Dragon 
Vol 2 : Les Prisonniers Du Nether 

Vol 3 : La Forêt De Varogg 
Vol 4 : La Bataille De Meraîm 

Slalom, October 2016, 302 pages,, 10+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Italy (DeAgostini), Spain 
(Planeta), Portugal (Planeta), Russia 
(Eksmo), Poland. 

◊ 300,000 copies sold in France. 

Two characters followed by millions of fans on 
Youtube. Children can now discover unreleased 
adventures of their heroes in the world of Minecraft 
for the first time in books. 

Frigiel, orphan, is raised by his grandfather in a 
small village in the Forest of Arden. As a 
teenager, he doesn’t know much about the 
world. With his reckless and goofball but 
faithful dog, Fluffy, he’s going to have 
adventures which will lead him to the 
Netherlands and to discover that magic, 
forbidden for a century, is always used. On the 
way, Frigiel and Fluffy meet Abel, 19 years old 
boy, very talkative but a little beat fearful, who 
hates magic, and Alice, a great thief and 
independent girl. The party is in full swing for 
the 80 years celebration of King Llud when a 
huge black dragon appears above the 
village. Before he’s going to fight against the 
dragon, Ernald (Frifiel’s grand-father) entrusts 
him a black safe and make him promise never 
to open it and bring it to his friend Valmar. 
Involuntary member of this adventure, Frigiel 
hits the road, ignoring he carries the one of 
the most searched object in the world, 
coveted by the terrible sorcerer Askar. 
Sorcerer who just escapes from the Farlands 
prison. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Youtuber since 2001, Frigiel 
produces videos about many different video 
games. With Nicolas Digard, they make new stories 
with the desire to offer a real extension of what 
Minecraft fans already know about the game, with 
a lot of surprises. The illustrator Thomas Frick designs 
the sets and characters of many video games. 
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ACTIVITIES	
 

Carl Arsenault & Isaac Hub 
LA FABRIQUE À SLIME 

(The Slime Factory  
100 Gooey And Foolproof Ideas)  
L’Homme, February 2019, 160 pages 

 

◊ Everybody has some and it’s in every 
playground: slime is a huge favourite 
with kids and it’s all over social media.  

◊ The book is set up like a cookbook: 
clearly illustrated, it lists ingredients and 
steps in precise detail for foolproof 
results. 

◊ Creative original projects, suggestions 
and ideas for games with family or 
friends — fun guaranteed! 

◊ A book that takes after its authors: 
creative, funny, brightly coloured, very 
trendy and… unpretentious. 

The illustrious slime in all its forms! This book covers 
all aspects of the slime universe, demystifying it once 
and for all!  

Slime is sticky, fluid, unbelievably 
“stretchable”, and kids can’t stop pulling it 
every which way, over and over again. They 
collect it, trade it among themselves and 
can’t get enough of it! Basically made of glue 
and some sort of activator, it is presented here 
in 100 recipes and crazy projects, based on 
products that can be found in most homes: 
shaving cream, detergent, cornstarch, 
mucilage, body lotion, shampoo, toothpaste, 
icing sugar, etc. Sparkling, opaque, 
transparent, glow-in-the-dark, holographic, 
magnetic, sticky, gelatinous, light as a cloud 
and even edible: the possibilities are endless! 

Nothing is left to chance: a description of the 
required ingredients is followed by roughly 
twenty basic recipes, all the tips for 
successfully making slime, tons of ideas to 
fancy it up and astound your friends, trompe-
l’œil slime, collector’s slimes and even 
thematic slimes so you can adapt this hands-
on fun to the latest trends! Finally, a surprising 
section presents fifteen or so slimes as much 
fun to play with as to eat! 

 
 

Collective work 
LES NEURONES ATOMIQUES  

(The Atomic Neurons) 
Hurtubise, September 2018, 24 pages each, 8+ 

 
 

 
 

◊ Rights sold: Turkey (4 titles / Domingo 
Publishing, BKZ Yayıncılık).  

◊ More than 15,000 copies sold (4 titles 
together) in Quebec! 

A series of short illustrated nonfiction books that 
helps younger age groups to understand 
phenomenons both trivial and intriguing. 

Featuring friendly characters like Charlotte, 
Alice, Jules or Leon, The Atomic Neurons 
answer questions such as: Why is there rust on 
my bicycle? Why is my hair charged with 
static electricity?  

6 topics now available :  
- Chemical Reactions 
- Static Electricity 
- The Water Cycle 
- The Air and the Atmosphere 
- The Electric Battery 
- Simple Machines 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Brothers Martin (a teacher) 
and Stéphane Brouillard (a science communicator) 
founded the Atomic Neurons in 2004. They organize 
classroom workshops to support teachers, science 
camps, and even children’s birthday parties 
geared towards science. PIERRE GIRARD, A.K.A. 
PISHIER, works as atomic accomplice to provide 
the illustrations.  
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LICENCES	
 

Christophe Lambert 
T.I.M.E STORIES 

Bragelonne, 65,000 copies, 13+ 

 

◊ English synopsis available. 

◊ World English rights sold. 

◊ The Space Cowboys are a board 
game publisher founded in 2013 and 
distributed by the market leader 
Asmodée. 

◊ The official novel of the board game 
that sold over 300,000 copies 
worldwide. 

◊ An effective tale that will appeal to all 
readers and fits perfectly with the 
game timeline. 

◊ Cross-promotion guarantied with the 
distributor of the game in each 
country. 

◊ Licence especially strong in US, UK, 
Germany, France (almost 300.000 
copies of the game sold in these 
cumulated). Several thousand copies 
of the game sold in each of these 
countries: Spain, Italy, Poland, China, 
Japan, Russia, Czech Republic. 
Forthcoming in Brazil and Hungary. 

The official novel of the best Science Fiction narrative 
game! 

Year 2468. Spotted by a recruiter, Tess Haiden 
passed with flying colours the many tests 
required to join a highly-secretive 
organisation.  

She is in for a shock: T.I.M.E Agency has been 
sending its agents through time for several 
years. Thanks to considerable resources, they 
prevent anomalies and paradoxes by 
dispatching their agents to different eras and 
places around the world. Over the course of 
her many missions, Tess learns that they are 
not alone in time corridors and she starts 
wondering about the true nature and goals of 
the agency. 

T.I.M.E Stories was created in 2015 and quickly 
won over thousands of lovers of narrative 
games across the world. The novel was written 
in close collaboration with the game’s 
creators, giving the reader new perspectives 
on this fabulous universe.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Christophe Lambert is a well-
known name in the world of children’s literature 
and is an established author of sixty novels in 
various adult genres.  
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Julien Dupuy 
LES COULISSES DE MINUSCULE : LES 
MANDIBULES DU BOUT DU MONDE 

(An immersive dive into the universe of 
the film Minuscule: Mandibles from Far 

Away) 
Bragelonne 

 

◊ Two official books written with the 
collaboration of the film-making team. 

◊ Hundreds of unpublished photos, 
exclusive designs and storyboards. 

◊ A complete making-of for movie and 
animation lovers. 

◊ A documentary aimed at children 
telling the Minuscule story.  

Go behind the scenes of the movie and relive the great 
adventure via the testimonies of the teams that 
created the film and through oodles of unpublished 
archives.  

Throughout the 224 pages of the book, the 
secrets of how this universe was built are 
revealed, with more than 600 exclusive visuals 
(all rights included!) to illustrate each step of 
the production. 

A behind-the-scenes voyage shows the magic 
of cinema and explains the making of the film 
to children. Young readers discover the 
Miniscule journey on a world map, and how a 
film is made step by step, while the movie’s 
directors will answer their questions. Ninety-six 
richly illustrated, funny and educational 
pages. 

The Minuscule saga began in 2006 with a 
television series that became cult, and in 2019 
gets its second cinematic outing with 
Minuscule: Mandibles From Far Away. The first 
film in 2014, Minuscule: Valley of the Lost Ants, 
was seen by millions and won the Best 
Animated Film César award. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:	 Julien Dupuy is a film director 
and journalist. He has written for various film 
magazines and for the newspaper Le Monde, and 
has produced several television documentaries. He 
is a leading expert on genre, animation and visual 
effects, and has endless passion for monsters of the 
big screen and their creators. 

Silène Edgar & Paul Beorn 
LES LOUPS-GAROUS DE THIERCELIEUX 
(The Werewolves of Millers Hollow) 

Bragelonne, 60,000 words, 10+ 

 
◊ A bestselling game everywhere: 

Germany, China, USA, UK, Spain… 

◊ A fabulous tale of friendship and 
mystery that will captivate all readers. 

◊ Aficionados of the game will delight in 
recognising the characters. 

The official novel of the wildly successful mystery 
game that sold 2 million copies worldwide. 

In the village of Millers Hollow, the summer of 
1846 is coming to an end and all seems well. 
But one night, Lune and her friends hear the 
mysterious call of the Red Moon and they 
follow a black wolf to an abandoned trunk, 
where they find wolf masks and a strange 
poem that speaks of revenge. Something 
awakens in them and the teenagers swear 
they will fight injustice by punishing the 
villagers who wronged them.  

Millers Hollow is thrown into a state of panic. At 
night, Lune puts on her disguise and gives free 
rein to her wild nature, while in daytime her 
best friend Lapsa investigates these incidents 
which strangely remind her of the mystery 
surrounding her father’s death years before. 
Then one night, a villager is killed, and the 
teens realise there once were Wolves in the 
village… 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Silène Edgar and Paul Beorn 
are the acclaimed authors of the middle-grade 
novel 14-14 (sold more than 80,000 copies in France 
and published in 12 countries), and they have both 
written several other successful and awarded YA 
and Fantasy novels.  
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BESTSELLERS	
 

Virginy L. Sam, Marie-Anne Abesdris 
JOURNAL D’UNE PESTE 
(Diary of a pest) series 

La Martinière Jeunesse, 2015-2018, 224 pages, 9+ 

 

 

◊ English sample available. 

◊ Rights sold in: Brazilian, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian, Czech. 

◊ An exceptionnaly successful French series: close to 150,000 copies sold! 

◊ This is not just another diary series, these are also how-to books in which Fannette gives plenty 
of tips to become a true pest! 

◊ When Tom Gates meets Nellie Olson, burst of laughter guaranteed! 

◊ Easy to read, filled with hilarious illustrations and a dynamic layout. 

◊ A new type of book, modern and full of humour, a tender look upon today’s teens. 

Fannette shows us that impertinence is not only a boy’s thing. She has deliberately decided to be a pest, a poison, a 
plague. And it is not as easy as it seems! 
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Vol. 1: Me? Such an Angel 
 

 

Fannette was never first in the class. As a 
matter of fact, she hates the first of the class. 
She also hates mothers rummaging in their 
daughters' things, spelling, Saturday family 
meals, tidying up her room, and so on. 
Fannette's recipe to always have fun? Follow 
her desires. ALL her desires. Be different and 
do nothing like everyone else. In short, be a 
perfect little pest! In her diary, she gives us her 
secrets, her tips and tricks. And invite us to join 
the Sisterhood of Pests. 

“When the pest is as funny, imaginative 
and cute as Fannette, no one can resist!”  

Le Dauphiné Libéré 
 

Vol. 2: Me, in love? Never! 
 

 

Christmas is Fannett’s favourite time of the 
year. First because no one in her family is able 
to offer her a proper gift (who would be 
happy to receive a book about horseback 
riding? Who?). Second, because it's the school 
report period. And, too focused to become 
the queen of pests, Fannette has not been 
great… Things could work out with the New 
Year: Fannette is invited to a party with the 
beautiful Theo. Except that... Fannette must 
also bring her little sister Eva! A chance that 
Fannette graduated from pestology: she will 
find a ploy to get out of this! 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Volume 3: What an atmosphere! 
 

 

Fannette caught lice the day she was 
supposed to meet with the beautiful Theo. 
Never mind! Fannette, a graduate of 
Pestology, will not let anyone spoil her new 
idyll...  

Vol. 4: No coincidence! 
 

 

Fannette has a lot to do: spark a sense of 
humour in her father, stop her mother from 
going through her stuff, help her friend Charly 
figure out why his mother come home so late, 
think about her future… Sometimes life can be 
so hard when you’re 11 years old! 

Vol. 5: That's all I needed! 
 

 

The summer holidays are coming! But in the 
meantime, Fannette has a busy schedule: 
prepare for the end of the year party; find a 
birthday present for her little sister Eva; 
entertain grandpa Gaston, who is bored stiff in 
the hospital; bear the delusions of her father in 
full regression. Fannette deserves some 
holidays! 
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Rose-Line Brasset 
JULIETTE À HOLLYWOOD 

(Vol.9, Juliette in Hollywood) 
Hurtubise, October 2018, 296 pages, 10+ 

 
 

◊ 500,000 copies sold for the entire series! 

Juliette is 13 years old and lives with her mother, a 
rather eccentric freelance journalist. In each volume, 
we follow Juliette as she accompanies her mom 
around the world, exploring the most idyllic and 
famous destinations. 

Hollywood, London, San Francisco, Rome, 
Québec, Paris, Amsterdam, Havana, 
Barcelona, New York ... Juliette’s adventures 
are only beginning! 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Rose-Line Brasset was born in 
Alma, Quebec. A journalist and researcher, she 
holds an MA in Literary Studies. Her work has been 
widely published in newspapers and magazines. 
The Juliette series has sold over 350,000 copies 
across Quebec and Europe. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Rose-Line Brasset 
JULIETTE À SAN FRANCISCO 

(Vol. 8 Juliette in San Francisco) 
Hurtubise, September 2017, 272 pages, 10+ 

 
 

◊ An English excerpt is available. 

◊ Rights sold: French, Dutch (Kennes). 

Juliette is 13 and lives with her mother, a rather 
eccentric freelance journalist. Each volume follows 
Juliette as she accompanies her mother to a new 
destination where her job is to write articles and 
travel guides.  

For her 8th expedition, Juliette is off to San 
Francisco! She and her mother are invited to 
the wedding of a distant cousin. But there are 
too many unanswered questions surrounding 
the trip, so Juliette and her BFFs decide to 
investigate before she leaves. Little by little, 
the mystery surrounding her father deepens. 
As she and her cousin visit one spectacular 
place after another, Juliette will continue 
researching the father she never knew. An 
emotional rollercoaster! 

Previous titles: 

Volume 1 – Juliette à New York, 240 pages, 
2014 
Volume 2 - Juliette à Barcelone, 232 pages, 
2014  
Volume 3 - Juliette à La Havane, 304 pages, 
2015  
Volume 4 - Juliette à Amsterdam, 264 pages, 
2015  
Volume 5 - Juliette à Paris, 268 pages, 2016 
Volume 6 - Juliette à Québec, 248 pages, 
2016  
Volume 7 - Juliette à Rome, 248 pages, 2017 
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Marie-Renée Lavoie 
LA CURIEUSE HISTOIRE D’UN CHAT 

MORIBOND  
Hurstubise, March 2014 , 8+ 

 

◊ English sample available!  

◊ Rights sold: French (Alice Éditions). 

The hilarious story of a cat who dies often and never 
grows up. 

After being found in the woods by a little girl 
on a picnic, Lil Kitty makes a new life for 
himself in an alleyway of a city in Quebec, all 
while believing he’s in Australia. The dangers 
that surround him are many: Prechewed, the 
big dirty alley cat; the USA, the United Spider 
Alliance in the basement ; Billy, the friendly 
neighbour; and the little girl’s parents, who 
have the incredible luck of being stick 
drawings. 

 
Marie-Renée Lavoie 

UNE AUTRE CURIEUSE HISTOIRE D’UN CHAT 
MORIBOND  

(Curiosity Killed the Cat) 
Hurstubise, October 2017, 8+ 

 

◊ Rights sold: French (Alice Éditions). 

The cat that can’t stop dying... is back! 

While on vacation with his adopted family in 
Charlevoix, Ti-Chat resolves to find his 
mother—along with the answer to his life’s 
greatest mystery: the reason he isn’t growing 
up. Together with Prémaché, his best friend 
alias ex-alley enemy, the SUBS (Special Unit for 
Basement Spiders), and Glu(e), a very special 
earthworm, they sneak into the car and are 
off on an adventure. But the forest is fraught 
with dangers. Will they ever find Ti-Chat’s 
mother? 

Maxence Fermine 
LE SYNDROME DU PAPILLON  

(The butterfly syndrome) 
Michel Lafon, October 2016, 288 pages, 15+ 

 

◊ The success of the first of Maxence 
Fermine’s children’s trilogy, LA PETITE 
MARCHANDE DE RÊVES, which 
received critical acclaim from 
reviewers and young readers alike, with 
over 30,000 copies (three volumes) sold 
in hardback and 15,000 in paperback! 

◊ A contemporary romance that will 
delight John Green fans. 

Hugo Mars, 17, is a teenager with a difference.  
Afflicted by a strange condition, the butterfly 
syndrome – a neurological disorder that means he 
cannot make choices – he is committed to a 
psychiatric hospital after a severe episode of 
depression. 

But life is sometimes surprising. Because it is in 
this establishment with its difficult reputation 
that he has the most beautiful meeting of his 
life.  With the flamboyant, outlandish Morgane 
Saint James, a girl with red hair and piercing 
green eyes who is interested only in geniuses.   

Hugo immediately falls under her charm and 
thanks to her gradually regains his love of live.  
However, she suddenly leaves the hospital 
one day without leaving a forwarding 
address.  Hugo decides to find her, whatever 
the cost and there then follows a mad 
odyssey through Paris in search of this wild 
flower that has tamed his heart.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Maxence Fermine is the author 
of the cult book NEIGE and the children’s trilogy LA 
PETITE MARCHANDE DE RÊVES, LA POUPÉE DE 
PORCELAINE and LA FÉE DES GLACES. Le Syndrome 
du papillon, his first book for teenagers, is an out-of-
the-ordinary love story featuring two characters 
who have been battered by life.  
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Silène Edgar & Paul Beorn 
14-14 

Bragelonne, April 2014, 352 pages, 10+ 

 

◊ English samples available!  

◊ Rights sold in: Czech Republic (Albatros 
Media/CooBoo), Taïwan (Prunsoop), 
China (Eastern), Brazil, Lithuania (Nieko 
Rimto), Latvia (Janis Roze). Korea 
(Prunsoop), Taiwan (Eastern), Slovakia 
(Albatros Media), Poland (Nowa Basn), 
Bulgaria (Era). 

◊ Over 70,000 copies sold! 

◊ Multiple awards. 

◊ Themes close to teenagers’ hearts: 
school, parents, friendship and love. 

◊ Readers to plunge into a crucial 
historical period and follow the story of 
a beautiful friendship.  

◊ Strong suspense right up to the end: 
what will happen to the boy in 1914? 

Two teenagers. One lives in 2014, the other in 1914. A 
fantastic, intelligent and inventive story of two boys 
writing letters to each others, 100 years apart. 

A century lies between them... Adrien and 
Hadrien are 13 and they live only a few 
kilometres from one another in northern 
France. They both have problems in school, at 
home, and with girls. There’s only one thing 
that sets them apart: a century! But magic 
intervenes in their destinies and two mailboxes 
appear before their respective houses, 
allowing them to exchange letters when they 
each believe that they are writing to a distant 
cousin. Once they understand what is going 
on, Adrien realises he needs to warn Hadrien 
that WW1 is about to break out and he must 
seek shelter at all costs. Will Hadrien believe 
him? Will Adrien manage to save this boy? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Silène Edgar teaches French 
and runs a website for middle school teachers. She 
is also the author of several novels for young adult 
readers. Paul Beorn has already written several 
adult fantasy, YA and middle-grade novels. 

 
 

 

Silène Edgar  
ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE MARGOT  

(Adele and Queen Margot's Wedding) 
Bragelonne, April 2014, 290 pages, 13+ 

 

◊ Sample chapters available in English! 

◊ Rights sold in: the Czech Republic 
(Albatros Media). 

◊ A novel that intertwines 16th-century 
history and the daily life of a 21st-
century teenaged girl, through the 
prism of a French literary masterpiece: 
Alexandre Dumas’s LA REINE MARGOT. 

◊ Life at court in the Louvre in 1572, as 
seen through the eyes of a modern-
day tween girl: parallels and contrasts 
between the two eras make for all sorts 
of interesting situations. 

◊ A light-hearted, up-to-date style that 
echoes today’s teen slang and 
addresses tweens’ issues.  

What happens when a 13-year-old girl has to read a 
very long novel for school? To her own surprise, she 
winds up getting into the book literally! She becomes 
a character in the plot, which is set in the 16th century. 

Adèle is like most girls her age: her parents just 
don’t get it, she’d rather hang out with her 
friends than study… So when she finds out that 
she has to read a whole, long book over her 
vacation, she’s furious!  But little by little, Adèle 
gets so caught up in what she’s reading that 
the story works its way into her dreams, and 
then into her life! What Adèle sees when she 
closes her eyes is so much more exciting than 
her life as a 21st-century middle-schooler that 
she’s getting less and less motivated to wake 
up. Until one day, she just doesn’t. Her whole 
family gathers at her bedside to urge her to 
come back to the real world, which she 
eventually agrees to do.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Silène Edgar teaches French 
and runs a website for middle school teachers. Her 
previous novel, 14-14, sold over 100,000 copies and 
has been translated into 10 languages. 
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Hervé Jubert 
LA TRILOGIE MORGENSTERN 
(The Morgenstern Trilogy) 

Bragelonne, 288,000 words, 13+ 

 

◊ Full manuscript available in English. 

◊ Rights sold: USA (HarperCollins - 
reverted), UK  (Hodder & Stoughton), 
Spain (Roca - reverted), Italy (E/O - 
reverted), Russia (AST - reverted), 
Taiwan (Fantasy Foundation - reverted). 

◊ A thrilling adventure set in a world 
replete with touches of steampunk. 

◊ Meticulous and sophisticated prose by 
a seasoned writer. 

Welcome to a futuristic universe where replicas of old 
cities are pleasure grounds for tourists and 
murderers. 

19th-century London: Mary Graham is found 
murdered in a dark alley in Whitechapel. It 
appears that Jack the Ripper has returned. 
However, this London is a crime-free 'virtual 
city', a theme park re-created to attract 
tourists.  Roberta Morgenstern, a qualified 
witch, and her assistant Clement Martineau, 
fresh out of the police academy, set out to 
solve the murder. A wild chase through the 
streets of London brings the heroes face to 
face with the terrifying new Ripper.  Their 
mission is to find the man who is bringing these 
murderers back to life, as the trail of evidence 
leads them through a number of virtual eras 
and locations - Paris at the time of Louis XIV, 
Venice, and finally Montezuma's Mexico, 
where they have an assignation with the Devil 
himself. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Born in 1970, Hervé Jubert 
made a notable debut in the world of fantasy with 
his first novel and gained renown in children’s 
literature with The Morgenstern Trilogy. In 2013, he 
won the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire. 

“A diabolical dance that confirms the author’s 
exceptional talent.” Le Monde 

 
 

 
 

Gilles Paris 
AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE COURGETTE 

(Autobiography of a Zucchini)  
Plon, October 2016, 224 pages, 10+ 

 

◊ Rights sold in: Germany (Knaus), China 
(People’s Literature Publ. House), Korea 
(Yolimwom Publishing Co.), Spain 
(Maeva Ediciones), Italy (Edizioni 
Piemme S.p.A), Japan (Popular 
Publishing Co. Ltd.), Lithuania (Alma 
Littera), Poland (Swiat), Czech Republic 
(Baobab), Greece (Diamantis), 
Bulgaria (Colibri), Sweden (GRATE 
Bokförlag), Russia (Kompas Guide). 

◊ 200,000 copies sold! 

◊ A new edition for the release of the 
animated film, a hit at the Cannes Film 
Festival!  

Placed in a foster home, Zucchini learns about 
friendship and young love. With both sidesplitting 
laughter and a few tears, naivety and emotion, a novel 
about learning about life. 

Zucchini is an intriguing nickname for a 9-year-
old boy. Although his unique story is surprisingly 
universal: after his mother’s sudden death, 
Zucchini is befriended by a kind police officer 
Raymond, who accompanies Zucchini to his 
new foster home filled with other orphans his 
age. At first Zucchini struggles to find his place 
in this strange, at times, hostile environment. 
Yet with Raymond’s help and his newfound 
friends, Zucchini eventually learns to trust, finds 
true love and at last a new family of his own. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gilles Paris wrote PAPA ET 
MAMAN SONT MORTS (1991), AUTOBIOGRAPHIE 
D’UNE COURGETTE (2002), and AU PAYS DES 
KANGOUROUS (2012) that have been translated 
into several languages. His stories, which are always 
written from the point of view of a little boy, are a 
veritable ode to childhood. 
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